
GET STARTED

“On2Air allows us to pull
the information from
Airtable, update the
information, and send it
back to Airtable. ”

Jen Rudd

Founder and CEO

Grow with Jen Consulting

How Grow with Jen Consulting Streamlined
Projects for a High-Volume Construction
Company with On2Air Forms and Airtable
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When a construction company reached out to Jen Rudd, Founder and CEO of Grow
with Jen Consulting, struggling to balance all the moving parts of their construction
projects stored in Airtable, she knew she had to make the process more seamless.
On2Air Forms was an essential tool for solving their problems.
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COLLABORATE WITH YOUR TEAM AND CLIENTS
USING AIRTABLE

Grow with Jen is an Airtable consulting firm founded by Jen Rudd. They create data
driven business solutions and help businesses reduce human capital, leverage
automations, and create standard operating processes.

A B O U T  T H E  C L I E N T

The construction company was a high-
volume business working on multiple
construction and fabrication projects at any
time. They were using Airtable to store
information about each Project. Various team
members needed access to only specific
information for each project. They also
needed project dashboards and an easy way
to create and update records in Airtable.

C H A L L E N G E S Multiple projects in progress at all
times 
Multiple people needed access to
data without being in Airtable
Need to limit what data was
displayed depending on the project
stage
Difficult to access when in the field
at the job site
No high-level overview or dashboard
for all projects

Rudd and her team knew On2Air Forms, a form, dashboard, and page builder for
Airtable, would be a great fit to customize forms for each Project stage, individual team
members, and external vendors in the construction process. They were able to set up
filtered views per user without being in Airtable, build forms to create estimates,
projects, and inventory records, build dashboards for project overviews, prefill form
fields for easier entry, all while making it simple to use on a mobile device or desktop.

S O L U T I O N

INTEGRATED DIRECTLY WITH AIRTABLE

https://on2air.com/forms?source=1pagejen

